Internet connectivity: Next-gen possibility.

Your agency demands not just reliable connectivity, but internet that opens the door to next-gen innovation. Verizon 5G Business Internet unlocks the door to transformative 5G uses with its performance and reliability.

Verizon 5G Business Internet is a high-speed, fixed wireless access service that is paving the way for a new era of operational innovation with speeds and capacity to connect many devices, giving your organization a powerful tool to help stay competitive. Delivered on Verizon's 5G Ultra Wideband network, 5G Business Internet is faster than 4G LTE, connecting your organization to the internet with unlimited data.

Many benefits, innovation ready.

5G Business Internet is ideal as either a primary or backup connectivity service. It’s perfect for enabling new locations, with a short lead time from order to install. Best of all, because 5G Business Internet uses Verizon’s 5G Ultra Wideband network, your network can be configured to take advantage of 5G speeds and performance.

Verizon’s investment in many spectrum holdings facilitates a powerful 5G Ultra Wideband experience with expanding coverage and high performance.

Get 5G Business Internet. Level up your connection.

Easy and dependable
- Plug-and-play (self-setup) and pro-installation options available in select markets/speed tiers or bring your own compatible 5G device
- Great solution for primary or continuity of operations (backup) internet connectivity
- Enhanced network security based on the 3GPP 5G standards

Speed and performance
- Unlimited data
- Massive capacity
- State of the art speed and performance

Innovation ready
- Platform for advanced features and new organizational outcomes
- Become an early adopter of next-gen network technology

5G built right
- From a trusted partner with award-winning network performance

Next-generation speed.

Welcome to internet speeds that are ultra-fast starting at 100 Mbps. Meet face-to-face with colleagues, wherever they are, with low lag and jitter, enabling you to collaborate in real time. Plus, our plans offer unlimited data.

Stable public agency pricing.
The benefits of 5G Business Internet.

Simple, reliable internet
A new, fast and scalable fixed wireless connectivity experience. Reliable internet service via Verizon's 5G network.

Business continuity
Keep your organization going with 5G Business Internet as a primary or backup internet connection.

Branch office connectivity
Quickly connect new locations as your agency grows, made simple with Verizon's easy plug-and-play self-setup option.

Evolution into a real-time-agency
5G Business Internet begins your path to the 5G ecosystem with speeds and performance to propel your organization's digital transformation.

Digital transformation
With Verizon 5G Business Internet, you can prepare your infrastructure to leverage transformative technologies such as 5G Edge.² 5G Business Internet is a great first-step into the 5G ecosystem, positioning your organization to introduce next-gen tools to drive true organizational change.

5G built right.
From a trusted partner that enables network performance and reliability, empowering mission-critical outcomes. Built on our spectrum and fiber assets.

Learn more:
To learn more about 5G Business Internet and how it can keep your government locations connected, contact your Verizon Government Account Manager or call 844-899-0694.